P—Series

Transit Mixers

OWNERS MANUAL AND OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT
This guide and manual is intended to provide an introduction to your machine that takes you beyond the basic operation and
controls giving a true understanding of the machine starting with major components, and systems in the context of prevailing
legislation and design constraints imposed by chassis manufacturers.
As such the manual contains information, which is subject to change. It is based on the legislation, custom and practice and
knowledge available at the time of publishing, and it is intended for use in the country of origin of the machine.

The copyright of this document remains at all times the property of Hymix Limited, it may not be reproduced or disseminated
in any way without the express written permission of an authorised Officer of Hymix Limited.
In so far as is possible, this manual will reflect the design, installation and operation of the machine with which it was supplied.
However, there may be minor discrepancies, errors and or omissions. Should you be at all uncertain of any information as it
relates to the machine you are working with, please contact Hymix Limited.
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY

This page of your manual declares that the machinery covered by the manual fulfils the provisions of 2006/ 42/EC Machinery
Directive and conforms with the relevant European Directives in the state in which it was placed on the market. It excludes components added or operations carried out subsequently by the final user. This declaration does not cover the chassis cab element
of the unit.

MANUFACTURER:

HYMIX LIMITED, Stafford Park 11, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 3AY.

EQUIPMENT:

Hymix P-Series Transit Mixer for Mixing, transporting and delivery of
ready mixed Concrete & Mortar

Model: _______

THE DIRECTIVES:
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2006/ 42/EC Machinery Directive
2000/14/EC Noise Emissions for Outdoor Equipment

TECHNICAL FILE AUTHOR: Nick Humpish, Managing Director, Hymix Limited, TF3 3AY.
QUALITY SCHEME:

ISO 9001-2008

Certificate Number: FM 68818

ACCREDITATION BODY:
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1 INTRODUCTION
Hymix mixers are manufactured in the UK by a team of people committed to delivering quality machines, service and support to
their valued customers. We thank you for choosing a Hymix and assure you of our full support throughout your ownership
and / or operation.
The P-Series mixer range reflects many years of experience in design, manufacture and supply of transit mixers, combining the
best of traditional materials and methods with relevant and appropriate newer technologies culminating in a robust, reliable
and easy to clean unit.
By its’ nature, it is a powerful machine and to operate it safely you should be fully conversant with the contents of this manual
which will help you to understand the different systems and how they integrate. The manual should be read in conjunction
with your truck manual since there are a number of key interfaces between the mixer and the chassis.

2 KEY CONTACT INFORMATION
Hymix Limited,
Stafford Park 11,
Telford,
Shropshire,

TF3 3AY.

Telephone Contact
Switchboard:

01952 200900

Parts:

01952 211202

Service:

01952 211203

Sales:

01952 211204

07970 200905

Managing Director

01952 211200

07976 200900

E- Mail Contact
General:

mail@hymix.com

Service:

service@hymix.com - This address is remotely monitored for 24/7 emergency response

INFORMATION
When calling Hymix it will be helpful to have the following information to hand:
The Hymix Model
Serial Number
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3 MACHINE SPECIFICATION & SYSTEMS
There are a limited number of component groups that make up a transit mixer, breaking them down into these separate areas
can give a good insight into how the machine works and what must be considered when carrying out certain tasks.
This section of the manual is purely descriptive, but will assist when operation, care and maintenance are addressed in later
chapters.

3.1 The Drum
The most important part of a mixer, the drum that actually does the job of mixing. It affects the product you deliver to your customers. A Hymix drum can help save you time and fuel making your business more profitable.

There are 3 aspect to a mixer’s work:


Loading and mixing the materials (particularly relevant at dry batch plants),



Travelling, preventing the settlement of the ingredients maintaining a homogenous mix on the way to the job site.



Delivering, the discharge of the concrete at the job site.

Just about any rotating drum will agitate, but not all have the same ability to mix properly or discharge efficiently.
Throughout these operations, it is important to avoid build up of old materials and resist the wear.
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3.1.1 Loading & Mixing
Hymix drums are designed to mix. Their shaped blades are 450mm high in the mix zone, their angle and pitch make the most of
each rotation. Another key feature is the wide capping to the blades., this not only assists with mixing, it adds strength and protects the blades from wear.
The efficient mix action will save you time and fuel under the plant assessing the quality and character of the mix.

3.1.2 Travelling To Site
As a mixer, the Hymix drum copes easily with the job of agitating, it will keep the mix homogenous. From a safety perspective
and to save fuel, it is advantageous to avoid turning the drum any faster than necessary. Your Technical Department will be able
to advise drum turning requirements for different mix designs

3.1.3 Delivering / Discharge
The Hymix patented the Rapid Discharge (RD) technology helps with all mix designs, but it is most effective in delivering a low
slump and semi-dry materials saving as much as 30 minutes on site. Of course, not every load is like this, but with higher slumps,
the material will flow faster and further, saving time repositioning and making life easier for ground workers.

3.1.4 Managing Build-Up
With build up, prevention is better than cure. Wherever possible wash the back blades off after loading and discharge utilising
the minimum amount of water by looking carefully and directing the water to where it is needed. Wash materials into the drum
after delivery, remembering to advise the batcher prior to loading again. At the end of the day wash out with aggregate, water or
a combination in accordance with local site rules. Use of chemicals to wash is acceptable and it is recommended that you follow
the manufacturer instructions in this regard.

3.1.5 Resisting Wear
Hymix drums are manufactured from carefully chosen steel plate. There are many factors that will affect wear however. Wear is
affected by the type of stone, local plant conditions, the number and type of loads etc. You can limit wear by rotating the drum
only when necessary.
Both build-up and wear can be controlled by taking care and completing a preventative maintenance schedule. Capping strips
should be routinely replaced every 2-3 years to protect blades and prolong the life of the drum. Internal drum repairs should be
completed by competent and experienced personnel as using the correct blades, properly installed is essential in preventing
build-up.

3.1.6 Hyduralite Drum (Optional)
The P-SERIES is available with 2 types of drum. The first is a traditional format fabricated with relatively thick S355 steel plate,
but for those requiring a higher payload, the drum is also offered in HYDURALITE 450 a special fine grain wear resistant steel with
a good structural strength that allows the drum to be made from thinner steel yet still deliver a good operating life.
More prominent witness lines from the drum blade path are unavoidable due to the amount of welding required, the nature of
the structure and the properties of the steel. Since the steel is relatively thin, and there is a lot of welding involved in drum construction, you may also see some distortion or ’buckling’ of the skin plates, particularly in close proximity to the welds themselves. This characteristic is perfectly normal and will not affect the operational life of the drum. Hyduralite drums require a little
more care in cleaning, the steel is more springy but hammering can cause dents more easily and if using a powered impact tool
particular care should be exercised.

3.1.7 Drum Care
The most important factor in drum life is the maintenance of the capping strips. These perform a number of functions, but one of
the most significant is wear protection. Not only do they suffer the bulk of the wear, but they protect the blades themselves, and
the narrower the capping gets, the more the blades will wear. Replacing the capping every 2.1/2 to 3 years should mean that the
blades will last the life off the drum skin.
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3.2 The Superstructure
The superstructure of a mixer unit has 4 main elements, the helper frame, the attachment plates, the gearbox support stool and
the roller support stool.

3.2.1 The Helper Frame
Conventional drum mixers subject the truck chassis to complex loads. In most trucks, the loads are evenly spread along the
length of the chassis, but a mixer imposes loads midway between the front and rear axles and at the very rear of the truck.
There are also the torsions (twisting) associated with driving off road. Chassis are not designed to take these loads without additional strength and the design of the mixer frame and the method of attachment of that frame are thus of huge importance.
Failure to comply will jeopardise the warranty on your chassis cab.
Maximum strength is achieved by tightly tying the mixer frame to the chassis so that they have the strength of on large structure. This is much stronger than two smaller structures not properly connected. Achieving this requires the appropriate number
of plates at key locations on the chassis. These plates must be firmly bolted to the chassis with strong welds to the mixer frame.
There must be no gap between the two.
There are 2 principle styles of frame that can be adopted. The most widely recognised is a C section frame since this moves in a
similar way to the chassis, however it leaves the problem of absorbing the torsion and bending to be managed in the transition
between the helper frame and the support stools. This will require an element of movement between the two that will require
monitoring and maintenance. In addition, this solution can prove costly and heavier than the alternative.
A box section frame will provide strength, but will move in a different way to the chassis and therefore must have some flexibility between the helper frame and the chassis. The advantage being that the attachment of the support stools to the helper
frame can be far more rigid requiring less maintenance and improving the reliability at a reduced weight.
Since the introduction of Euro 6, chassis have tended to become more heavy and so the tare weight of the mixer is even more
important in maximising the payload. Accordingly the P-Series now adopts a box section frame design which is in full contact
with the chassis along its length.
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3.2.1 The Attachment Plates
There are essentially 2 types of attachment plate used in Hymix installations, rigid plates and flexible mounting plates.
The rigid plates are bolted to the truck chassis using special flanged bolts and nuts that give a good clamping force and are more
resistant to coming loose than conventional bolts and washers. With the frame clamped firmly to the chassis and the mounting
plates, the upper part of the plate is then welded to the helper frame.
To guarantee the strength of the weld, the US Navy technique and specification for vertical welding is employed. This technique
gives an immensely strong result, but the appearance is less smooth than standard welding. This is a characteristic of the weld
type and is not a defect.

Flexible mounts are used at the front of the frame only and are utilised to allow the C section
of the truck chassis to bend and twist , maintaining the ride quality and characteristics
of the truck.
These mounts feature a lower half bolted to the chassis and an upper portion
welded to the helper frame, a vertical bolt holds the two together but allows
some movement between the two.

3.2.1 The Support Stools
The main bodywork of the mixer unit is fixed to the helper frame via 2 support stools. The gearbox support is known as the ‘Front
Stool’, the roller support is the ‘Rear Stool’. These support structures are necessarily both strong and rigid, welded directly to the
Helper frame which is in turn fixed to the chassis along its length. Since the chassis will twist and bend as the truck drives, the
mixer installation must be able to deal with this movement. For this reason the helper frame is flexibly mounted at the front of
the chassis with vertical bolts which make the transition from the chassis to the mixer more ‘elastic’.
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3.3 The Drivetrain
The mixer drivetrain transmits power from the truck engine to drive the drum. The power is taken via the Power Take Off
(PTO) often via a drive shaft that provides an input to the hydraulic pump. The pump provides a variable and reversible flow
to the hydraulic motor which is fed through a reduction gearbox attached to the drum.

3.3.1 The Power Take Off (PTO)
A mixer requires a ‘Live Drive’ PTO since the drum must turn not only when stationary, but also when driving on the road, regardless of gear / clutch operation. There are 2 principle types of PTO used to power a mixer unit, a close coupled PTO and
the flanged output PTO.
Close coupled PTOs allow the hydraulic pump to be fitted directly into an aperture at the back of the engine eliminating the
need for a drive shaft, which is necessary where a flanged output PTO has been used.
The drive shaft employed by Hymix is ‘heavy duty’ in so far as it is over specified for the application with the advantage that it
only requires greasing once every 6 weeks. Failure to maintain this schedule will reduce the service life of the shaft it is essential therefore to adhere to this service recommendation.

3.3.2 The Hydraulic Pump
The hydraulic pump takes power from the PTO to pump hydraulic oil to the hydraulic motor. It is an ‘axial piston pump’ with a
variable displacement and a reversible flow. This adjustment is made via a small lever mounted to the side of the pump which
acts through servos to adjust the angle of a ’swash’ plate. The greater the angle of the swash plate, the greater the stroke of
the pistons and therefore the greater the displacement of the pump: the more you move the lever, the more oil is pumped,
and the faster the drum turns. Moving the lever in the opposite direction will tilt the swash plate the other way and reverse
the flow, thereby reversing the rotation of the drum.
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3.3.3 The Hydraulic Motor
The hydraulic motor features a similar group of pistons, but rather than them pumping the oil, the oil causes them to move
against a fixed angled plate. As they push against the plate, the shaft is forced to turn as each piston is forced out and then allowed to travel back into the cylinder.
The fixed displacement of the motor means that the faster the oil is fed into the motor, the faster it will turn.

Suction Hose

3.3.4 The Mixer Gearbox
The mixer gearbox takes the input from the rotating motor shaft and reduces the speed whilst increasing the torque delivered
to the drum. This is typically done through two stages. The Gearbox has an output flange that is allowed to pivot so it can adjust for the flexing and twisting of the truck as it drives down the road or across the job site. In addition, the mixer gearbox
offers a PTO that can be used to drive a centrifugal pump for the water system. As this is linked to the drum drive, the faster the
drum turns, the more flow you get from the water pump.
Hymix machines are designed and built as true mixers able to cope with low slump and semi-dry concrete designs, accordingly
the gearboxes are a heavier duty than you will see on most competitor machines.
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3.4 The Controls
The mixer controls fall into 2 distinct categories, those that interface with the truck and those specific to the mixer. Hymix utilises automotive quality wiring harnesses and quality weatherproof connectors that deliver a rugged system that can be serviced
with the minimum auto electrical skills minimising maintenance and keeping you on the road. Whilst there are a number of
valves in the water system, the bulk of the controls are situated either in a dedicated panel in the cab or at the rear ground level
control station.

3.4.1 The Rear Control Station
The rear control station includes the control lever for drum speed and direction, gauges to indicate the hydraulic pressure and
the water addition (Please refer to Water System), and engine cut out switch and the control for the engine revs together with
the work lamp switch.

3.4.1.1

Drum Speed / Direction Levers

These levers are on the left side of the rear control station, the long lever controls the direction and speed of the drum, and
the shorter lever is to lock the long lever in a chosen position. The neutral position, at which the drum is stationary is with the
long lever in the centre of its’ arc, generally this is horizontal. Whilst truck installations can vary according to the nature and
characteristics of the chassis and application, in general moving the lever up will cause the drum to rotate in charge/loading
whilst moving the lever down from neutral will set it rotating in the discharge/unloading direction. The further the lever is
moved from the neutral position, the faster the drum will turn.

3.4.1.2

Engine Speed Control Switch

The drum speed can be increased further by increasing the engine speed. Modern truck engines are electronically controlled
to provide optimum performance balanced with fuel economy and emissions. For this reason the engine must be controlled
electrically. The rotary switch on the black panel to the bottom right of the control station will increase the truck engine
speed when turned counter clockwise (up) and decrease the engine speed when rotated clockwise (down).
Please remember that many trucks need to be switched from in cab control of engine speed to allow control from the rear,
please refer to the manual provided with your truck to check this. In addition you may wish to read section 3.4.2 of this
manual.
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3.4.1.3

Work-Lamp Switch

A simple on off rotary switch to switch the rear work lamp which is tucked up under the discharge hopper.

3.4.1.4

Engine Cut Out Switch (Optional)

The engine cut out switch is intended for situations where an accident or incident is imminent or taking place. A control lever is
easily moved,, but since neutral is in a central position, it can be difficult to find quickly or in a panic situation. It is a good idea
to check that this switch works at regular intervals and you may want to record these checks.
The switch functions in a similar way to an Emergency stop switch (E-Stop) by pressing it in. It will latch in the depressed position and can only be released by twisting the central knob until it springs back out, you will then need to reset the ignition and
re-start the engine when the risk of incident is removed.
In circumstances where the truck engine fails to start, it is a good idea to check that this switch has not been accidentally
pressed or left in the depressed position.

3.4.1.5

Batching Flow Meter for Water Addition

This dial indicator totalises the water added to the mix. It features a datum reading needle which can be used to set a predetermined total and which also serves as a dial cleaner with a soft felt pad that helps clears condensation in the display. The
datum needle is rotated by twisting the black knob in the centre of the dial.
A second needle actually records the water added allowing a note to be made on the delivery ticket. This needle can be re-set
to 0 at the end of load delivery by moving the brass handle below the gauge to the right and releasing it.
For more Information on water addition and the flow meter please refer to the Water System section of this manual.

3.4.1.6

Water Addition Valve

This valve allows water to be added to the drum. Please refer to the mix design and local policies and rules on water addition
before using this valve with any mix. With the handle up, the valve is open and water can be added. With the handle horizontal, the valve is closed.
For more Information on this valve please refer to the Water System section of this manual.

3.4.1.7

Calibration Valve

This valve is to allow the regular calibration of the batching flow meter in accordance with local policies and procedures.
For more Information on this valve please refer to the Water System section of this manual.

3.4.1.8

Hydraulic Pressure Slump Indicator

This gauge shows the pressure in the high pressure hydraulic circuit when the drum is in discharge. As the hydraulic pressure is
greater for a lower slump than a higher slump, then this can prove a useful guide to the slump of the concrete. Whilst the
relationship between the slump and respective pressure shown will be constant at any given drum speed, the faster the drum is
turning the bigger the difference between the readings and therefore the easier it is to see the difference in the movement of
the needle.
To calibrate your drum, take notice of the pressure in the system and relate this to the slump of the concrete at delivery. Many
operators mark a datum at the reading for 50mm slump and work around that point. Your ability to interpret the gauge will
improve with experience.

3.4.1.9

Low Level Grease Points

These grease nipples allow you to safely grease the drum rollers and track ring at ground level and away from moving components.
Please refer to the maintenance section of this manual for recommended schedule.
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3.4.2

The In Cab Controls

3.4.2.1

Drum Speed / Direction Levers

These levers are typically fitted to the cab floor in close proximity to the centre console / document box. In common with the
rear levers, , the long lever controls the direction and speed of the drum, and the shorter lever is to lock the long lever in a chosen position. The neutral position, at which the drum is stationary is with the long lever in the centre of its’ arc, generally this is
when the lever is vertical. Whilst truck installations can vary according to the nature and characteristics of the chassis and application, in general moving the lever back will cause the drum to rotate in charge/loading whilst moving the lever forward from
neutral will set it rotating in the discharge/unloading direction. The further the lever is moved from the neutral position, the
faster the drum will turn.
Cut Out Switch

3.4.2.2

Discharge Lamp

Charge / Mix Lamp

Engine Control
Station Switch

Beacons &
Strobes Switch

Drum Rotation Under Management (DRUM) System (OPTIONAL)

The DRUM System keeps all mixer related switches together in a single group on your truck dashboard. There will be a switch
for the beacons and strobe lights* where it is necessary to switch the engine speed controls from the cab to the rear control
station, this switch will also be in the panel*.
The main features of the DRUM System however are the condition warnings and the drum rotation cut out switch. The system
will display a green light whenever the drum is rotating in charge, but should the drum be in discharge it will display a yellow
light and also sound a warning buzzer. This will alert the operator in situations when driving on the road, if the drum is accidentally knocked into discharge for any reason. Finally, there is a yellow mushroom button which when pressed will immediately return the pump to neutral. This ‘panic’ button provides a simple and easy response that will minimise any distraction and
should therefore be much safer than struggling with the drum direction levers.
* unless this is already provided in the dashboard by the truck manufacturer
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3.5 The Water System
The Water system of the Hymix P –Series is based on a mechanical water pump driven by the mixer gearbox.
The system is made up from a number of key components described later in this section, each component has been selected for
its performance as a part of a system designed to deliver and record the necessary flows and pressures to get the job done. The
system itself requires no maintenance as such, however it must be protected from water freezing in the system as this can cause
considerable damage.
Please familiarise your self with draining the system and ensure that this is done whenever col weather is anticipated.

3.5.1 The Water Tank
The Hymix water tank incorporates the hydraulic oil tank allowing the water to be warmed as the oil in the tank is cooled. The
Inlet to the water tank is through the water pump body and then into the bottom of the tank. When the tank is filled, the water
will rise up into a sealed cap before coming down through the overflow. This will help reduce the chance of water spillage on the
highway.
The standard water tank is fabricated from steel, but aluminium tanks are often specified to save weight. Aluminium tanks
should not generally be used with recycled water. If working from a plant that uses recycled water please check that it is free of
solids and so far as is possible is neutral in terms of acidity / alkalinity. It will also make sense to rinse the tank by washing
through with clean water once a week to flush out any chemical contamination.

3.5.2 The Water Pump
The water pump is direct coupled to the Pbreak should the water pump ever freeze or jam due to contamination. The pump will
deliver a good flow and pressure proportional to the speed of the drum such that the faster the drum is turning, the more water
is pumped to the mixer gearbox, and the drive incorporates a sacrificial shear coupling designed.
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3.5.3 The Batching Flow Meter
The batching flow meter is mounted in the rear control station. It is matched to the performance of the water pump to help ensure the accuracy of the readings. For instructions on use of the meter please refer to section 3.4.1.5 of this manual.
The flow meter is calibrated during the manufacturing process to provide an accuracy of +/- 2%. There are no serviceable parts
in the meter, however you will find a valve fitted above the meter to allow the recorded volumes to be checked for accuracy at
intervals determined by your quality procedures. If you are using recycled water, it is possible that overtime the propeller in the
meter will become dirty causing an inaccurate reading.
Flow meters are vulnerable to damage in the event of freezing. As the water in the meter freezes. It can cause the propeller shaft
to become deformed and the propeller then catches on the body. Please follow the drainage routine in the event of cold weather conditions.

3.5.4 Valves
Hymix uses full flow brass ball valves to control the water system. These valves are very quickly opened and closed by moving the
lever through 90 degrees. In general when the handle is in line with the pipe the valve is open allowing the water to flow. When
the handle is across the pipe then the valve is closed stopping the water from flowing. In line with best practice, the any handles
mounted vertically will be positioned such that if the handle falls through gravity it will fall to closed.
Please note that when draining the system all ball valves should be left in the midway position this allows the void in the ball to
empty, but also avoids trapping a thin film of water between the ball and the case of the valve.

3.5.5 Wash Hoses
There are 2 wash hoses fitted as standard, one at the rear at
ground level, and one at the ladder platform.
Both feature swaged end connections for safety and durability.
The rear wash hose can be isolated using a valve on the mixer
and also has a valve at the nozzle, flow through the ladder
platform hose is turned on and off using a
valve fitted near the platform rail for convenience and safety.
There is no valve at the nozzle on the top wash hose.

3.5.6 Spray Bar
Optional for many years, but now a
standard feature, the Hymix spray bar is
fitted to the offside rear of the mixer
and directs water to the mouth cone
and the lip ring.
The spray bar function is controlled by a
valve to the left of the control panel on
the nearside of the truck.
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3.6 Chutes & Hoppers
The chutes and hoppers of the Hymix unit are manufactured from wear resistant and high strength steel. They feature rounded
forms for optimum flow, minimise build-up and to facilitate cleaning.

3.6.1 Charge Hopper
The charge hopper is used for loading the mixer. In standard form it is supplied with a ‘stepped down’ profile to allow the mixer to work from plants with a typical UK clearance. Extensions are available to suit modern high capacity or higher concrete
plants. The standard fitment is securing to both sides at the upper edge and with a single bolt fixing across the back.
Charge hoppers must cope with a huge range of different materials and batching plant configurations, and it is almost impossible to provide a single hopper that will meet all circumstances. There is a kit available from Hymix to alter the angle of the
hopper should you have any major problems with loading.
You may hear the charge hopper being referred to as ‘gob hopper’ ‘pigs ear’ ‘load hopper’ or ‘loading cone’ according to local
terminology.
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3.6.3 Discharge Hopper
The discharge hopper receives the concrete as it is discharged from the drum. It collects from a wide section of the drum and
directs the flow of materials into the top of the chutes. You will note that whilst water will discharge in the centre at the bottom
of the drum mouth, the lower the slump of the concrete, the further around the drum mouth, the concrete leaves the drum.
The distinctive appearance of the Hymix Discharge Hopper is cut away to the O/S to allow greater visibility and easier cleaning.
The hopper is fitted with a rubber sock to 3 sides to limit splashing of material over the rear of the truck.
The Discharge hopper is sometimes known as the ‘V’ hopper.

3.6.4 Pan Chute
Wide and deep, the pan chute collects the material from the discharge hopper allowing it to be directed to the required point of
delivery. The pan chute can be moved side to side through about 190 degrees using the handles to either side or with the standard pan chute steer bar. It is strongly recommended that the steer bar be utilised to keep away from areas where excavators,
crane skips and dump trucks may be used, or if the ground is difficult to stand on. The angle of the pan chute can be varied using the mechanical chute adjuster or ‘telescope’.
The pan chute is sometimes referred to as the ‘swivel chute’ or ‘first chute’.

3.6.5 Fold Over Chute (Optional)
The fold over chute is permanently attached to the end of the pan chute and can be quickly deployed using the central spine
handle whilst holding the anti-trap device out of the way . This keeps both hands occupied to limit the chance of trapping fingers in the zone of the mating joint.
The purpose of the fold over chute is to increase the range of delivery of the chute system.
Until 2012 this was standard on every mixer, however a recent review has revealed that as working practices evolve, many operators prefer to carry an extra extension chute rather than the fold over. The advantages are the removal of the anti-trap device,
easier washing of the chutes, reduced total weight and reduced rattling when driving.
Fold over chutes are sometimes called a ‘flip over chute’ or a ‘second chute’.

3.6.6 Extension Chutes
With the deletion of the fold over chute, standard Hymix specification provides for 2 spare extension chutes that are carried on
the offside rear of the bodywork. These chutes have been manufactured from an ultra strong steel that allows them to be fabricated such that they are both lighter and longer lasting than a plastic body in a steel frame.
The extension chutes can be used to extend the reach of the mixer chute system when delivering concrete.
Much like the Hyduralite drum, care should be taken when working with these chutes. Try and wash them regularly to prevent
build-up forming, and take care when removing build up to avoid direct blows with impact tools that could cause dents.
Extension chutes are also known as ‘spare chute’ , ‘clip-on chute’ or the ‘third chute’
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3.7 Body Fittings
The body fittings are the components that deal with the practicalities and legislative requirements of Road Transport equipment
and contribute to the comfort and convenience of operation and maintenance.

3.7.1 Mud-wings
Hymix mud-wings are manufactured from Medium Density Polyethylene. Fully recyclable, these wings have been selected because they are lightweight, they have non-stick properties and are both simple and cheap to replace. Given the nature of mixer
work, Hymix allows good clearance between the wheels and the mud-wings, particularly important with the twin wheel sets, that
can pick up bricks and blocks .
Please note that the requirement for spray suppression equipment is dictated by the type of the chassis cab. That is to say a
haulage chassis (Type N3) must be fitted with Spray suppression, where as an off-road chassis (Type N3G) is exempt from the
legislation for spray suppression.

3.7.2 Side Guards
Hymix units are fitted with aluminium side guard rails on hinged side guard legs. These are light weight and allow easy access to
truck equipment such as air filters, battery boxes etc.
Please note that the dropper legs are powder coated in black as standard. They may be painted to provide livery compliance,
but the paint may become damaged when the legs are hinged. For this reason some operators prefer them left in black finish.

3.7.3 Conspiscuity Rails
Recently introduced legislation calls for reflective strips to be fitted to both sides of any truck and also across the rear. Hymix
provides aluminium rails for this purpose that are mounted above the mud-wings and side guards keeping them away from the
bulk of the dirt thrown up from the road and giving the machine a clean and professional appearance.
Please note that whilst Hymix installs the side marker lamps, it is generally the chassis manufacturer who supplies the light assemblies and the wiring harness.
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3.7.4 Xenon Strobes & Amber Beacon
Whilst not a legal requirement as such, it is nevertheless essential to provide a method of warning to persons on the jobsite that
the vehicle is travelling or working on the site. Hymix provides both an amber beacon at a high level and rear facing xenon
strobes at a low level.
The beacon and strobes are switched from in the cab with the strobes mounted in the rear light support arms and the beacon
mounted on its own bracket.

3.8 Major Options
3.8.1 Safety Clean Charge Hopper Installation (Optional)
To assist in viewing the load in the drum and to help with daily or weekly cleaning, Hymix offers a ‘swing-out’ charge Hopper
installation.. Air operated through a valve on the Ladder platform, a pneumatic cylinder pulls the hopper support bar round taking the hopper away from the drum mouth providing excellent access to hose the rear blades and drum mouth from the ladder
platform.
Simple and easy to use you will find this option a huge asset in keeping on top of concrete build-up in the drum mouth.
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3.8.2

Site Wash Recycling System

As environmental concerns and costs continue to rise in importance, mixers are increasing being refused on site wash off. Nevertheless, a good cleaning regime is important in maintaining the safety, reliability and performance of your mixer.
The system comprises a catchment tray that fits beneath the spare chutes, an aggregate filter screen over a sump which collects the slurry delivering it into a 50 litre tank which fits across the rear of the truck. The tank itself may be emptied back at the
plant through large bore valves at either end.
To help keep the tank clean, the standard system drain tap feeds into the top allowing water to be pumped through at the end
of the day. Should the whole system silt up, there are 3 access panels along the top of the tank to allow physical removal of silt.
The filter screen for aggregates is removable to allow the recovery of contained aggregate.
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3.8.3

Rapid Rescue Access Cover

Heath & Safety is of paramount importance to all in the supply chain, but what happens if something should go wrong! The
Rapid Rescue Access Cover from Hymix is designed to cover this eventuality when working in your drum. The large aperture is
unmatched, and features smooth rounded edges to help limit the chance of further injuries during the recovery process.

To complete the package, there is the possibility of adding an access ladder and work platform which stows away neatly to the
Nearside of the truck when not in use.
In fact the Rapid Rescue Access Cover provides such easy access, improved light and airflow into the drum, that it may well also
contribute to reducing incidents which must remain the primary goal.
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4 SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS AND GUIDANCE
Please read the instructions until you have a good understanding of them. If you are unsure about either the operation or maintenance of your mixer ensure that you obtain proper advice before continuing. If you have any doubts then please contact HYMIX for clarification.
Do not allow inexperienced or unauthorised persons to operate or climb on your machine. Always
maintain your vehicle in good working order paying particular attention to the controls and moving
parts. Work within your safe systems of work and ensure that you are familiar with the risk assessments for the work you will be doing.
This section contains some examples of hazards associated with the various operations, but this list is not exhaustive and you
will need to complete or refer to your own risk assessments and systems of work, these must pay attention to the local environment and the materials you are working with. You may find the format and nature of the examples helpful in completing this
work.

Hazards

Controls
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4.1 Before Work


Ensure that there is no one inside or on your mixer unit. This may seem unnecessary at the start of the day, but you must
consider the possibility that someone has decided to check something in your absence.



Ensure that there are no items on top of your drum. These will fall when the drum is rotated. This could be loose build up
or tools used for maintenance or cleaning. This type of accident has occurred.



Perform the daily checks and maintenance as listed in section 7.



Check that your vehicle is in roadworthy condition. Its everyone’s safety and it’s your license!

4.2 During work


Never allow untrained or unauthorised persons to operate the mixer or deploy the chutes.



Do not allow any person to climb on to the machine; the only exception being trained and authorised personnel who may
use ladders and platforms provided – see 2.2.5



Keep away from all moving parts, be aware that there may be moving parts that are concealed or not visible from where
you are standing.



Avoid wearing loose clothing and do not work in the vicinity of moving parts with loose clothing.



When climbing use only the ladders provided and ensure that your boots are clean and that your grip is good. Remain on
the ladder / ladder platform and use only handles or rails provided.



When working with the chutes use only the controls or handles and steer bars provided, never place your hands in the
mouth of a chute. If your truck is fitted with a Fold-Over chute, do not remove the ‘anti-nip’ device fitted to the pan chute,
it is there to help prevent trapping / shearing when deploying the fold over chute.



Be aware of the nature of the materials you are working with and always wear the appropriate protective clothing for the
task.



Always ensure that the chutes and wash hoses are correctly stowed and check for any loose stones or debris before moving off.



If you are leaving the concrete plant ensure that you have disconnected the water fill hose before moving your vehicle.

4.3 During maintenance
Please remember that service and repair demands specific tools, knowledge and facilities to assist in the safe completion of service tasks. It should only be carried out by trained, qualified personnel with the appropriate workspace and equipment.
The following list covers items that you may or may not be competent to complete. Do not attempt any task unless you are
trained, experienced and competent enough to do so safely. In addition, you may find the points below of help in completing
your Risk Assessments and Safe Systems of Work.

4.3.1 General


Never work on your mixer unless you have someone else on site. If they are unable to be with you then agree a system of
signals and a timetable of periodic checks. Ensure that people know where you are and what you are doing.



Take every action you can to prevent accidental starting of your vehicle.
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4.3.2 Additional Precautions for working in a drum
Hymix recommends that internal cleaning of the drum be minimised by regular washing out of the drum and frequent inspection / removal of small amounts of build –up.
Large build ups of material in the drum can be extremely dangerous, they can cause the drum to be out of balance and bring significant new risks into play including large masses of material falling in the drum.
Drum work includes a number of serious additional risks and requires considerable work in planning and execution. We cannot
complete your Risk Assessments or Safe Systems of work, but would suggest the following minimum precautions:
Ensure the controls are in neutral in cab and at rear, do not rely on badges or other markings for this, leave the engine running
turn the drum so it is aligned with the ‘anti-creep’ device and position the levers such that the drum will not turn.


Ensure that there is a good safe working space around the machine



Remove standard access covers and rotate drum into the best position to allow safe access and egress.



Set the control cables to neutral whilst keeping the engine revs high. Remove the handles from the control assemblies, set
the engine speed to idle.



Where fitted ensure that the Drum Neutral Panic Button is depressed and locked.



Turn off the engine and remove the keys, lock the cab doors and put the ignition keys in your pocket.



Engage the drum ‘anti-creep’ device / drum stabilisation straps.



Ensure that all other keys for the truck are accounted for and are in a safe place.



Open the Rapid Rescue access cover where fitted.



Display warning signs prominently advising that there may be a person in the drum.



Be aware of the properties of the materials you are working with wear the appropriate PPE.

TM

Do not work when tired and take regular breaks.
Be wary of what is above you at all times. Vibration may loosen material above you causing it to fall.
Avoid the possibility that airborne dust may settle on your skin and mix with perspiration causing burns.

5 DELIVERY / COMMISSIONING INSPECTION
All Hymix machines receive an inspection prior to release, however, after leaving the factory, the machine may well be worked on
by a number of different organisations and people. This may include paint shops, truck dealers performing pre-delivery inspections and third party accessory fitters.
We would therefore recommend that before starting work with your Hymix or following any period of non-use, a number of
items must be checked, these are listed below. It makes sense to check all aspects of your mixer are functioning prior to loading
it with concrete since you will only have a limited time to solve any problems once there is concrete in the drum.
Please note that some of these items marked * require high level access, steps or platforms. These items are not normally required other than at periodic inspections.

5.1 Visual Inspection
Walk around the mixer and visually inspect the machine for loose connections and any damage that may have resulted since the
vehicle left the factory. Pay particular attention to hydraulic hoses and control cables, make sure they are not rubbing on other
components. Look for oil leaks and report any and all faults immediately.
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5.2 Check Hydraulic Oil Level
This should be done when the oil is cold.* The oil level is checked
by unscrewing the filler breather cap on the top of the oil tank.
This operation will subsequently only be required at a 6 weekly
intervals and can be done in a workshop at the time of the regular vehicle inspection.
There is a dip stick fitted into the bottom of the cap with 2 markings, the one nearest the end represents the lower level and the
one towards the cap is the upper level. Both levels are relevant
with the oil cold. Please remember that the correct measurement can only be taken by screwing the cap all the way in.
If there is no oil showing on the dip stick, then carefully add a
small amount checking regularly with the dip stick to prevent
over filling.
In addition, you may wish to drain a small sample of oil from the
water drain off to ensure that water has not built up in the event
of prolonged storage

5.3 Check Gearbox Oil Level
There is a sight plug on the N/S of the gearbox. With the truck on level ground, The oil level
should be seen in the centre of the sight plug. This operation will subsequently only be required at a 6 weekly interval and can be done in a workshop at the time of the regular
vehicle inspection.
If the sight plug cannot be seen this may be due to over-painting. The plug can usually be
differentiated from a bolt as it will have a smooth and slightly rounded head. Once identified, the paint is usually scraped away quite easily.

5.4 Grease Points
There is a three nipple manifold to the right of the rear control station this will feed the two
idle rollers and the surface of the track ring.
Where a PTO shaft is fitted*, this will be guarded and you will need a tool to remove this. This
operation will subsequently only be required at a 6 weekly interval and can be done in a workshop at the time of the regular vehicle inspection.

5.5 Check Fill the Water System
There are 2 fill points, one to each side of the vehicle, typically the N/S is fitted
with a claw type compressor coupling and the O/S is capped. Additional or

alternative connectors are available from the Hymix Parts Department.
Check that all other valves are in the closed position including wash hoses and
most importantly the water supply to drum valve. Failure to do this will add
water into the drum.
Take the water feed hose at the plant and connect to the fill point.
Open the valve on the mixer and then open the valve on the feed hose. Wait
until the water tank is full and overflows. Then close the feed hose valve first.
Close the mixer fill valve and disconnect the feed hose.
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5.6 Check the Controls
The controls for the mixer drum are lever operated and can be found in the cab and at the N/S rear of the truck. Each controller
has 2 levers, a long operating lever and a short locking lever. As the two controllers work via cables connected to the same actuating lever, both front and rear controller must be unlocked to allow them to work. To unlock the controller turn the small lever
in an anti-clockwise direction

.
Having unlocked both controllers, with the controls in the central (neutral) position, start the engine engaging the PTO drive where
relevant. Check that the levers move smoothly from one extreme to the other, and that the drum responds rotating in both directions, the speed increasing with distance of the lever from the neutral position. Leave the engine running.

5.7 Water System Operation
Having filled the tank, leave the engine at idle speed and move the controls to the extreme in the charge direction. This will start
the water pump turning. Working in sequence, check each water function; avoid standing in line with the outlets!


Open the drum feed valve (rear control panel under the batching flow
meter) and check that water flows into the charge hopper and drum,
check also that the flow meter registers the water. Close the Valve



Open the spray bar valve (to lower left of rear panel and check that
water sprays on to rear of drum. Close the valve.



Pointing the hose away from yourself and other persons, open the
low level wash hose isolation valve, then open the wash nozzle on the
low level wash hose. If desired, you can vary the engine revs to check
the effect on the pump flow and pressure. Reset the revs to idle, close
the wash nozzle, and if desired the isolation valve.



Carefully climb the ladder and taking the high level wash hose, direct
this into the hopper and turn the valve at the platform on. Close the
valve and descend the ladder.



Re-open the valve below the batching flow meter and allow the tank
to empty into the drum.
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5.8 Drum Access Cover Seals
With the water now in the drum, stop the drum from rotating such that the access cover is at the very bottom of the drum.,
this will leave the water covering the access cover. Leave for about 5 minutes to see if water leaks from the cover. If so, rotate the drum until the access cover can be seen and tighten the bolts by 1/4 of a turn then re-check.
Repeat this test with any other covers.

5.9 Load With Aggregates (please read in conjunction with 6.3)
If the water test is successful, then load the drum with an appropriate amount of aggregate to the drum size. This will be by
volume not weight, remember that aggregate has a lower density than concrete as a rule of thumb you will be able to load 1.5
x the rated capacity of the mixer in tonnes of aggregate (i.e. 6 m3 = 9 Tonnes of stone). Operate the mixer drum in charge at
10 r.p.m. for about 30 minutes. This will help prepare the drum for work and will provide a useful opportunity to check that
everything is in order before putting the machine to work.

Please note: Even though the access covers have been tested with water, there is the possibility when first operating your
mixer that a small leak may develop at the covers. This is not unusual since it is not possible for this to be tested under load at
the factory. Should this occur, then sequentially tighten the bolts by ¼ of a turn by hand with a standard spanner and allow
one week for the leak to be eliminated. Do not over tighten.
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6 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
If you have read the rest of the manual up to this point, you should have a good understanding of the key components, systems
and their interaction. This will assist you in understanding the following instructions, the workings and the effects of your actions.
Remember that this manual must be read in conjunction with the manual for the Chassis Cab If you have any doubts, please
contact Hymix for further information

6.1 Preliminary Checks
Before starting the engine, make the following checks:

Ensure that the controls for the hydraulic pump are set in the neutral position.


Ensure that the engine control is set to the ‘drive state’ and the rear control is at idle (if relevant).



Check that the engine cut out switch at the rear control panel (where fitted) is in the active position.



Check that the ‘Panic’ switch in the cab (where Fitted) is in the active position. (DRUM System Only)

6.2 Before work
Hymix recommends that you complete the following tasks at the start of each shift.

Walk round the machine and visually inspect to ensure that al components are secure and in their place.

Close all ball valves left open at the end of the previous shift. Pay particular attention to the valve that controls water addition to the drum as this could destroy any concrete loaded if left open.. (The Calibration valve stays in the feed through
position unless being used for calibration purposes).

Grease the rollers and the track ring with 2 pumps of EP2 grease to each of the 3 nipples at the rear of the machine.
(see section 5.4)

Check that controls and cables are free to move and leave them in the neutral position.

Check that any emergency switches and the DRUM system panic switch work mechanically and reset them to the active
position.

Discharge the drum to ensure there is no water in it, then Position the mixer under the plant.

6.3 Loading the Mixer Unit
With the engine turned on:

6.3.1 Set The Drum Speed






Unlock the In cab and rear controllers.
Adjust the mixer controls to charge at the maximum speed.
The engine speed control can then be used to fine tune During loading you may experiment with lower speeds until an
appropriate speed for the drum is reached. This is likely to be in the region of 8-12 RPM, but will in any event vary according to the characteristics of the plant. Some modern high capacity plants will require load speeds of up to 18 RPM. To
achieve higher speeds select the highest setting available from the rear engine control.
As trucks are typically programmed by dealers to give a maximum speed of 1500 RPM from the rear control, if this is still
not fast enough, you will need the truck dealer to reprogram the engine to give a maximum engine speed of 1800 RPM
from the rear controller.
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6.3.2

Set The Engine Speed

In the cab, switch the engine speed control to the PTO setting if appropriate.
Using the rev switch at the rear control panel set the speed to suit loading .
The correct RPM for the engine will be a function of the engine power and the characteristics of the plant. You will identify the
best speed through trial and error, start at highest setting (typically about 1500 RPM). Then with the drum controls set to full
charge speed, try reducing the engine speed towards 1000 RPM setting. If at any time the engine is labouring or stalls, it may be
assumed the engine is not delivering enough power to the mixer unit and you will need to select a higher engine speed.

6.3.3

Fill the Water Tank

All water valves should be in the closed position including wash hoses and most importantly the water supply to drum valve. Failure to do this will add water into the drum, potentially destroying the specification of the concrete.
Connect the water feed hose at the plant to the most convenient fill point.
Open the fill point valve on the mixer
Open the supply line valve on the plant feed hose.
Wait until the water tank is full and overflows.
Close the supply line valve on the plant feed hose.
Close the mixer fill valve
Disconnect the feed hose.
IMPORTANT NOTE—ENSURE THAT THE VALVE BELOW THE FLOWMETER IS CLOSED AT THIS POINT OR THE CONCRETE LOAD
MAY BE DESTROYED.

6.3.4

Mixing The Concrete

As the mixer is being loaded it will commence mixing, however to be sure of achieving a quality homogenous mix, it is good practice to allow the drum to turn for a further 100 RPM. Whilst many modern concrete plants mix materials prior to loading the
mixer, there are still a great many that add the ingredients separately and rely on the mixer to mix the concrete. In such cases to
help ensure that the mixing is complete, allow the drum to complete 100 revolutions this will take about 8 minutes at 12 rpm.
When mixing is complete, reduce the drum speed to about 1-2 RPM in the charge direction, resetting the engine speed to idle,
and if appropriate switch the control of engine speed form the rear station to the foot pedal.
Select an appropriate drum speed for safe travelling to site.

6.4 Travelling to Site / Agitating
When driving, always pay attention to the road and conditions, follow the guidance given in the truck manual. Be aware that the
load you are carrying is of a fluid nature and that the mixing operation will raise and offset the center of gravity. Adjust your driving style according to the conditions and the cargo you are carrying
Further, since the drum rotates about the centre of the gearbox, if the truck starts to lean, the centre of gravity of the load can
move further away from the centreline of the chassis possibly increasing the likely hood of the truck falling sideways.
It is important therefore to read the road ahead, avoid unnecessarily sudden changes in speed or direction. The drum is designed
to keep the centre of gravity towards the centre of the road giving an advantage in normal driving, and left turns. Largely better
for roundabouts, care should be taken in turning right and exiting roundabouts.
The best practice for agitating the mix when traveling is entirely dependent on the nature of the materials you are carrying, the
distance you are traveling and the route. Consult your technical department as to whether or not the mix needs agitating. If it
does then consideration must be given to its constituency.
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Be aware too that the wetter the load the greater the likelihood of ‘waves’ developing in the mix. Starting and stopping, especially when climbing gradients, may make matters worse. These waves may cause you to lose some material from the back of
the drum if care is not taken. Driving style will help reduce this effect as will increasing the drum mixing speed. You may even
wish to consider reducing the volume you carry of very liquid materials.
If carrying a sticky mix for long periods of time the duty cycle can be very arduous. In these circumstances we would suggest
alternating between agitating the mix and leaving the drum stationary. If you do this then it is good practice to mix the contents
well before discharging. Again we recommend you consult with your technical department.
When on site take care and plan your route carefully. Muddy gradients can be particularly dangerous as traction may be compromised.
Set the lever control to give an approximate speed of 1-2 rpm in mix/charge on the drum, with electrical controls use the first
setting to the right of neutral. Mechanical cable control trucks will allow the drum speed to vary proportional to the speed of
the engine. As you accelerate, so the drum will rotate faster, when you remove your foot from the throttle, so the drum speed
will reduce.

6.5 At The Job Site
The job site will sometimes present the biggest challenge, and it is important to address the nature of the site and the task to
be completed in a considered way. The truck and its contents represent a considerable load and care should be taken in respect
of the following:

What surface preparation is there for the areas you are being asked to drive on.

Where are the nearest excavations?

For pools of water—how deep are they ? What is concealed in the water that you cannot see.

Are there any headroom restrictions?

Are there likely to be unseen hazards such as steel spikes that could damage your tyres?

Is it safe for you to get out of the cab.
Take care to consider the safety of others on the site as well as your own safety.
The above is not an exhaustive list, however it is indicative of some of the considerations you will need to build into your risk
assessment in doing the job.
Do not allow unauthorized personnel to operate any part of your Hymix nor climb the ladder. Your Hymix was supplied with a
warning badge expressly prohibiting unauthorized control and chute operation. Keeping this badge clean will help to stop un
authorised use and give you a reference point should site personnel attempt this.

6.5.1 Discharging The Mix
Before leaving the truck cab, if you plan to operate your machine from the rear, remember to ‘enable’ the remote engine revs
Before discharging consider if it is appropriate to remix the contents.
If discharging into containers such as dumpers, excavator buckets or concrete skips, consider carefully where you are positioned to avoid the possibility of becoming trapped between them and your mixer. Do not rely on the skill of the machinery
operator.
Unlock and adjust the chutes as necessary and then lock them in position.
The rotation speed of the drum can be used to regulate the flow of concrete, although this will be limited by the type of material carried. Generally speaking, the higher the slump, the higher the drum speed that can be effectively employed, up to 8 rpm.
However, for low slumps and dry lean mixes, lower speeds will achieve better rates of discharge as high speeds tend to carry the
material to the top of the drum, allowing it to fall back in.
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P—Series mixers are frequently supplied with Hymix Rapid Discharge* (RD) and Load Rapid Discharge* (LRD) technology are
designed to discharge the contents quickly. If you have not used these models before we would recommend that you take time
to become accustomed to its performance by discharging slowly at first. Using the rear control station discharge the contents as
appropriate. Be aware that if the engine is idling the faster discharge speeds will not be achievable. Adjust the engine speed accordingly.

6.5.2 Washing Off & Returning From Site
Where ever possible, wash out the drum and clean the chutes immediately after discharge. You may wish to leave water in the
drum to assist in cleaning whilst traveling to the plant. Take local regulations and conditions into account.

Stow the chutes and the wash hose safely and securely. Ensure there is no debris which may fall from the moving vehicle and
that the drum is not in discharge before moving off.
Set and lock the controls to give a drum speed of 1-2 rpm in ‘charge’ whilst traveling.

6.5 At The End Of The Day
At the end of the working day take time to complete each of the following tasks. To protect your water system from frost damage, the water system should be fully drained. It is recommended that a full drain down is completed at the end of each day
such that it becomes a habit. This will help prevent damage through freezing from unseasonable weather and at the start of cold
periods.



Ensure your mixer is properly cleaned in accordance with local procedures risk assessments and safe systems of work.
Repeat procedures if necessary to ensure cleanliness



If possible park your truck so that the cab is facing up hill, this will make the draining of the water system more effective.



Open the ball valves and drain cocks in the water system including the pump itself. HYMIX recommends that to ensure
the risk of frost damage is minimized valves be left ½ open so that water is not trapped between the ball and the body of
the valve.



If space permits uncoil the wash down hose, leaving the nozzle on the ground until fully drained then re-stow.



Ensure that controls are left in the neutral position,

6.6 Important Reminders
Avoid running the mixer without water in the tank. If you do so you may damage the seals in the water pump. It is particularly
important that you not run a hydraulic drive water pump without water in the line.
Never remove the hydraulic oil filler cap except when the oil is cold. The system is pressurised, you may be burned, and spillage may occur
Always drain down the water system each night
Never run the drum any faster than necessary – you will only waste fuel and wear the drum, gearbox, hydraulics and rollers
needlessly

Always grease track and rollers each day
Never run the engine without oil in the tank
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7 ROUTINE MAINTENANCE & SERVICING
Routine Maintenance and Servicing are essential in the care of your machine and if performed to schedule they will prolong the
life of your machine and reduce the whole life operating cost. They differ from repairs in so far as they are a necessary and foreseeable aspect related to time in service and duty of work. Repairs on the other hand are required as a result of unforeseen failures whether simply bad luck or the result of a poor servicing or maintenance regime.
The level of skill and understanding of the machine and its systems clearly varies between the type of task, and its frequency.
Routine maintenance is relatively straight forward, servicing requires greater preparation and care in execution, whilst repairing
requires an in-depth understanding of the machine, its systems and the interactions of the systems themselves.
As an operator we would urge you to establish a safe and easy routine to keep on top of the maintenance, however the servicing
might well be best scheduled to coincide with the regular statutory inspections of your vehicle, when the truck is removed to a
safer environment / workshop and there are personnel available who are more experienced with this work.
For a repair we would recommend a specialist Company with specific knowledge of the systems and ideally of transit mixers generally. Of course the manufacturer is typically best placed and Hymix will be pleased to assist providing support to your chosen
repairer or completing the task for you.

7.1 Daily Actions


Please refer to sections 6.2 Before Work & 6.5 At the End of the Day.

7.2 Weekly Actions







A more thorough visual inspection is recommended.
Mounting bolts—flitch plates to chassis.
Mounting bolts—Front & rear supports to longitudinal sections.
Mounting bolts—gearbox to front support.
Hydraulic hoses - look for leaks & chafing.
Water Hoses look for leaks and chafing.
Check chute locks are in good order and effective
Grease chute pivots
Using a grease gun filled with light oil (engine oil or hydraulic) pump 3 shots into the rear control assembly at the rear
control panel. This will work its way down the cables helping keep them free in the winter.
Check Level of Hydraulic oil in tank and top up if necessary (see section 5.2)
Check level of gearbox oil in mixer gearbox and top up if necessary (see section 5.3)
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7.3 Periodic Inspections - (Typically 6 weeks)
Physical check of the following
Mounting bolts—flitch plates to chassis. Torque setting 250 Nm
Mounting bolts—Front & rear supports to longitudinal sections.
Front support - Torque setting 250 Nm
Rear Support—Rear bolts 250 Nm
Rear Support—Front bolts spring washer compression 65 Nm
Rear Support— Front bolts lock nuts 250 Nm.
Mounting bolts—gearbox to front support. Torque Setting 250 Nm
`
Mounting Bolts—Gearbox to drum. Torque Setting 250 Nm
Hydraulic hoses - look for leaks & chafing.
Water Hoses look for leaks and chafing.
Check chute locks are in good order and effective
Drain a small sample of hydraulic oil from the tank and visually inspect for water . Water may be seen as a clear colourless fluid
that has settled at the bottom of the tank, or it may have combined with the hydraulic oil to form a ‘creamy’ liquid of emulsified
oil. Emulsified oil must be changed, the system flushed and new filter fitted without delay. If the oil is dark in colour it may
have been burnt by consistent high temperature indicating a problem with the hydraulic system. Please call Hymix.
Grease the Prop-shaft drive from the truck PTO to the mixer pump (where fitted). Grease should be added until it is pushed out
of the Universal joints and the centre spline.

Drawing of Propshaft & grease points
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7.4 Annual Servicing
There are few actions required to complete an annual service, however, they must be completed with great care so as not to introduce contaminant into any of the systems. For details of oil and best practice in handling oils please refer to Section 8

7.4.1 Change Hydraulic Oil and Filter
1.

Run the drum for 20 minutes at 8-10 rpm to warm up the oil.

2.

Switch off the engine and place the keys beyond use to prevent accidental start up which could damage the pump, shaft,
PTO and engine as well as endanger life.

3.

Assemble and fix any access ladders or work platforms to allow safe stable access to the tank, filter and oil hoses.

4.

Remove the filer breather cap and place somewhere clean and free of dust.

5.

Place a collection vessel of 20 litre capacity under the oil tank drain and open the drain tap allowing the tank to empty.

6.

Remove the hydraulic filter element

7.

Slacken the suction hose where it connects to the hydraulic pump.

8.

Disconnect the return hose from the hydraulic motor to the hydraulic pump at the hydraulic pump end to drain the hose
and the hydraulic pump case.

9.

Remove the plug from the bottom of the hydraulic motor to drain the motor case.

10.

Slacken the clamps for the high pressure hoses where they connect to the hydraulic pump to drain the hoses.

11.

With the oil drained, retighten the high pressure hose clamps, the return hose from the motor to the pump and the suction
hose.

12.

Refit the plug to the underside of the hydraulic motor.

13.

Close the drain tap

14.

Disconnect the return hose from the motor case to the pump case where it connects to the top of the motor. Fill the motor case with oil by carefully adding oil through the adapter on the top of the motor.

15.

Keeping the return hose in the raised position next to the hydraulic motor, gradually pour oil down the hose pausing from
time to time to allow air to escape and for the level to settle. Keep adding oil intermittently until the hose is full, then
quickly refit the hose connection to the top of the motor. This should fill both the pump case and the hose.

16.

Smear a small amount of oil around the seal of a new filter and carefully screw the filter onto the housing. Tighten with
clean dry hands .

17.

Fill the oil tank with oil, allow to settle and add more until it no longer settles. This should prime the charge pump and fill
the suction hose and filter as well as the tank itself.

18.

Check that there is sufficient oil in the tank using the filler breather / dipstick, remember that to get an accurate reading
the cap must be screwed into the neck.

19.

With the filler breather fitted, recover the truck keys and turnover the engine briefly before stopping it. This will draw oil
into the high pressure side of the system.

20.

Recheck the oil level in the tank and top up as necessary.

21.

Repeat steps 19 & 20 until the oil level is unchanged.

22.

Refit the tank cap and clean off any oil spills. Remove any ladders and work platforms, your oil change is complete.
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7.4.2 Change Gearbox Oil
The gearbox oil is relatively thick, it is best done on a warm day and if possible without turning the drum just prior to the change.
1.

Remove the filler plug o the gearbox

2.

Remove the plug at the lowest point on the front face of the gearbox., keeping a funnel and pipe to a receiving container
with a minimum 20 litre capacity.

3.

Allow all oil to drain.

4.

Clean any metal filings from the drain plug, the plug will generally include a small magnet to collect debris of this nature, a
small amount is perfectly normal.

5.

Inspect a sample of the oil removed, look for any ‘glittery’ aspect silver representing possible gear or bearing wear. If you
see any such metallic contamination, please contact Hymix, keep a sample of the oil as this can be analysed for a small
cost.

6.

Replace the drain plug

7.

If the old oil is free of significant contaminant, then refill the gearbox with new oil, paying particular attention to the grade
and ratings. It is essential for the oil in a mixer gearbox to be grade GL5.

8.

Replace the filler plug

7.4.3 Annual Inspection Records
It makes good sense for any operator to keep a written record of the state of the machinery . This will help you to plan preventative maintenance as it should cover items that may give rise to an issue rather than those that have already failed such as might
be recorded in a defect book..
For this purpose, we would recommend that you complete the inspection form included as Appendix ? At the rear of this manual.
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W MAINTENANCE
This section of the manual covers routine maintenance only. It does not cover servicing which must be completed in addition to
maintenance. Servicing requires a greater level of qualification and or experience

W.1 Hydraulic Oil
The hydraulic components in your Hymix are precision made to provide desired performance and life expectancy, however
achieving this depends largely on the quality of the hydraulic oil used.
We recommend that you use only Hymix Hygrade oil, however should you wish to source your oils locally, this section should
help in selecting the appropriate oils.
One of the most important characteristic to consider when choosing a fluid to be used in a hydraulic system is viscosity. Viscosity
choice is always a compromise; the fluid must be thin enough to flow easily but thick enough to seal and maintain a lubricating
film between bearing and sealing surfaces. Hymix recommends a viscosity rating of 46 for operation in the UK and similar climates.

W.1.1

Viscosity and Temperature

Fluid temperature affects viscosity. In general, as the fluid warms it gets thinner and its viscosity decreases. The opposite is true
when fluid cools. When choosing a fluid, it is important to consider the start-up and operating temperatures of the hydraulic
system . Generally, the fluid is thick when the hydraulic system is started. With movement, the fluid warms to a point where a
cooling system begins to operate. From then on, the fluid is maintained at the temperature for which the hydraulic system was
designed.

W.1.2

Cleanliness

Cleanliness of the fluid in a hydraulic system is extremely important. Hymix recommends that the fluid used in its hydraulic components be maintained at ISO Cleanliness Code 18/13 per SAE J1165. This code allows a maximum of 2500 particles per millilitre
greater than 5 mm and a maximum of 80 particles per millilitre greater than 15 mm.

W.1.3

Fluid Maintenance

Maintaining correct fluid viscosity and cleanliness level is essential for all hydraulic systems. Remember that water is a contaminant in hydraulic oil and can be a major cause of damage to the hydraulic components of your mixer. Follow the maintenance
schedule and include regular checking of the water content in your system.

W.1.4

Fluid Selection

Premium petroleum based hydraulic fluids provide the best performance. These fluids contain additives beneficial to hydraulic
systems. Hymix Hygrade contains anti-wear agents, rust inhibitors, anti-foaming agents, and oxidation inhibitors. Premium grade
petroleum based hydraulic fluids carry an ISO VG rating.
Whilst it is known for some SAE grade crankcase oils to be used in mixer hydrostatic systems it should be noted that these oils
may not contain all of the recommended additives. This means using crankcase oils may increase fluid maintenance requirements.
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W.2 Gearbox Oil
The lubricants have been chosen together with the gearbox manufacturer.
Hymix recommendation for UK and similar climates is an SAE viscosity of grade 90, whilst for warmer climates a grade 140
would be recommended. In all cases the EP Gear Lubricant must be in accordance with API-Classification GL5.
The gear oil should be a premium lubricant containing oxidation, rust, and foam inhibitors.
Please remember if topping up is required, It is not permissible to mix lubricants as different additives used in different oils may
cause negative interactions.
If lubricants mixing can not be avoided, fluid manufacturers approval is required.

W.3 Grease
Roller bearing grease does not flow out of the bearing housing.
The free space of a roller bearing can be filled well due to the plastic, easily deformable structure. The filled grease quantity lubricates for a long period of time, as the required lubricant remains in the bearing.
Roller bearing greases serve to reduce friction wear and temperature and protect against corrosion. Bearing grease seals against
external influences such as dust and humidity.

Additional Notes:
If you are doing your own maintenance or using a third party contractor, please ensure that you do not inadvertently introduce
contamination. Common sources of contamination include:
The container in which the oil has been supplied (in particular 205 litre barrels / 45 gallon drums)
Any jug or transfer vessel used for filling the tank or priming hoses.
Rags used to wipe the tank neck / filler point.
If the natural color of the fluid has become black it is possible that an overheating problem exists.
If the fluid becomes milky, water contamination may be a problem.
When changing fluids always drain all components completely as well as the tank, and prime the system before starting.
Take fluid level reading when the system is cold.
Oil and grease containers are to be stored in a cool dry place and should be sealed with the lid immediately after use.
Contact your Hymix representative if you have specific questions about the fluid requirements of your machine.
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X.1 Entering The Drum
Before entering the drum, please consider all the associated risks, if you are not competent to do this, have a competent person
prepare an assessment of the risks for you. When the engine of a mixer is turned off, the hydraulics will tend to hold the drum
in position, but this may not always be the case, please be aware of the following possible conditions.


An empty drum will be almost perfectly balanced and will be considered as ‘stable’ with no tendency to want to move.



A drum with small quantities of evenly distributed build up will probably be slightly out of balance (unstable) and may
have some tendency to want to move, but this will probably be resisted by the hydraulic circuit. (Please note that older
hydraulics may be lass capable of resisting a tendency to move).



A drum with large amounts of build up will often have an imbalance and if the drum is stopped with the higher load to
the side this will be unstable. It will have a high tendency to move. You may sometimes witness drum creep when you
stop the drum and turn off the engine. The drum will slowly jerk round until the imbalance can be held by the hydraulic
circuit. Even then it will have a tendency to want to move.



As build up is removed, the loose material may settle differently and will therefore change the balance of the drum. If
the drum becomes less stable beyond the ability of the hydraulics to resist the tendency to move, then the drum may
start to creep. The greater the imbalance the more extreme the creep will be.

For the above reasons, it is recommended that the drum be fitted with anti-creep restraining straps prior to entering the drum.
Equally great care should be taken in releasing the restraining straps. Finally, it is recommended that whenever there is a suspicion of an imbalance, the mixer is allowed to reach a stable position for 5 minutes after turning the engine off before any
attempt is made to enter the drum.
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X.2 Fitting the Drum Anti-Creep Retaining Kit
Hymix cannot complete a risk assessment for you as there is no knowledge of the local issues and considerations, however, in
developing a safe system of work, the following actions are recommended.


With the engine running, rotate the drum to the optimum position to remove each access cover. (do not open the hinged
Rapid Rescue cover if fitted.



Rotate the drum until the access cover you wish to use is in the most convenient position.



Set the cable controller s that the drum drive is in neutral and lock both the in cab and the rear controller (some operators may consider the removal of the levers a useful additional precaution. Rev the engine to 1500 RPM and ensure that
the drum does not turn.



Turn off the engine, disengage the truck PTO where possible) and remove the key from the ignition . Lock the cab.



Ensure that the truck keys are in the possession of the person in the drum. Note- If there is more than one person in the
drum, then the key holder should pass the keys to the remaining person in the event that they wish to exit the drum.



Ensure that someone on site is aware that someone will be working in the drum, and ask them to check their welfare
regularly.



Screw the collared eyebolts provided in the drum Anti-Creep Kit into the most convenient access cover hole fitting one
eyebolt to each side. Ensure that the eyebolts are fitted tightly with the loop in line with the proposed route of the retaining strap.



Check that the ‘D’ Shackle is correctly fitted and the bolt through the eyebolt is tight.



Loop the loose end of the retaining strap under the chassis (the retaining strap is the long strap with a hook at one end.



Hook the ratchet device into the D shackle and thread the retaining strap through the centre of the ratchet hub.



Repeat this for both sides.



Tighten the ratchet straps on both sides until both are taut.



Open the Rapid Rescue access cover if fitted.



Ensure that the appropriate PPE is worn
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Y.1 Repairs
Repairs should not be attempted without the appropriate skills and knowledge. If you do not possess the necessary training please do not attempt to complete repairs yourself, there are many things that could be inadvertently affected some of
which could cause serious injury or even death.
We would further recommend that you use only genuine parts from the manufacturer and if attempting to use parts from
other sources, that the full material specifications and properties match those of the component you are replacing.
The information in this section will assist professionals in making them more aware of machine specific risks hopefully reducing unintended consequences of repair activities.

Y.1.1 Welding
Welding is a specialist job, however there are certain risks in welding that are specific top the construction of a transit mixer, if you are going to use a professional welder to complete a repair please draw their attention to these considerations.
Always earth close to the area where the welding is to be done. Specifically if welding is to be done to the drum, make sure
that the drum itself is earthed. If the earth lead is connected to the frame, the weld current will pass through the bearings
in the gearbox and the rollers. This will damage the bearings causing them to fail at a later date.
The same will be true if you weld to the frame and leave the earth connected to the drum.

Y.1.2 Hydraulics & Gearbox
The Hydraulics and Gearbox may in fact be working as a ‘brake’ on the drum, even with the engine switched off. Accordingly there is ‘stored energy’ in the system. This energy could be released by breaking into the system, at which time the
drum or other components could be caused to move in an unanticipated way causing injury or even death. Care must thus
be taken before commencing any work to consider whether the components are in stable equilibrium before commencing
any work. If this cannot be confirmed, then necessary measures must be taken to prevent uncontrolled and or sudden
movement of components when the hydrostatics are being worked upon.
It is particularly likely that a drum may be stable as a result of hydraulic pressure in the system if there is a load in the drum.
This will be true whether the load is fluid or in the form of a build up.
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X TROUBLESHOOTING
X.1 HYDRAULIC DRIVE
Pressure Readings
The pressures given in this manual are gauge pressures or delta pressures. A pressure gauge reads zero when connected to
atmospheric pressure. Any reading above or below this zero point is referred to as gauge pressure (bar [PSI]). Delta pressure is
the difference of two gauge pressures in a hydraulic circuit.

Example:
Charge pressure reading of 16,5 bar [240 PSI] - Case pressure reading of 1,5 bar [20 PSI]
= Differential pressure of 15,0 D bar [220 D PSI]
Typical hydrostatic circuits usually include a inlet pressure, case pressure, low or charge pressure and system or high pressure.
These pressures will vary per each individual application and operating conditions.

Nominal Operating Pressures (At Normal Operating Temperature)
Inlet Vacuum: Should not exceed 254 mm [10 in.] mercury (Hg.) for an extended period of time
Case pressure: Should not exceed 2,8 bar [40 PSI] for an extended period of time
Charge Pressure:*

Neutral 15,2 D bar [220 DPSI]
Forward or Reverse 11,0 D bar [160 DPSI]

*Charge Pressure Relief valves are factory preset to their nominal setting with a 7,6 l/min flow rate. The original valve pressure
will increase approximately ,45 bar per 3,8 l/min additional flow over the valve. The charge pressures given above are typical.

Fault-Logic Troubleshooting
This guide is designed as a diagnostic aid for the user to locate possible mixer drive problems. Match the drive symptoms with
the problem statements and follow the action steps shown in the box diagrams. This will help in correcting minor problems,
eliminating unnecessary mixer down time.
Following the fault-logic diaments to further help explain the
grams. Where applicable, the
statement appears in the action

grams are diagram action comaction steps shown in the diaaction comment number of the
block of the diagram.
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DIAGRAM ACTION STEP COMMENTS
1. Inspect External Pump Control Linkage for:
(Manual Operated Controls)

A. Misadjusted or disconnected
B. Binding, bent or broken

(Electrical Operated Controls)

A. Disconnected electrical signal connection

2. Inspect Pump Control Valve for:
(Manual Operated Controls)

A. Plugged control orifice
B. Damaged mounting gasket
C. Misadjusted, damaged or broken neutral return spring
D. Broken control connector pin
E. Broken or missing control linkage pin(s)
F. Galled, stuck or bent control spool

(Electrical Operated Controls)

A. Plugged control orifice
B. Damaged mounting gasket
C. Galled, stuck or bent control spool
D. Stuck solenoid valve(s)
E. Defective solenoid coil(s)
F. Misadjusted speed sensor (when used)
G. Defective speed sensor (when used)
H. Defective electronics module

NOTE: When the electronic transit mixer control is used, follow the control box fault detector instructions.

3. Inspect System Relief or Power Limiter Valves for:
(System Relief Valves)

A. Improper pressure relief setting (Should be 420 bar)
B. Damaged or missing O-ring and/or back-up ring(s)
C. Plugged orifice
D. Piston galled or stuck
E. Valve poppet held off seat

(Power Limiter Valves)

A. Improper pressure relief setting (Should be 420 bar)
B. Broken spring
C. Valve held off seat

4. Inspect Shuttle Valve for:
A. Bent or broken return centering spring
B. Galled or stuck shuttle spool
C. Bent or broken shuttle spool
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5. Inspect Charge Check Valves for:
A. Damaged or missing O-ring and/or back-up ring(s)
B. Damaged check ball seat
C. Stuck check ball

6. Check Oil Level in Reservoir:
A. Should be Hymix Hygrade 46 with level between marks on dipstick.

7. Inspect Heat Exchanger for:
A. Obstructed air flow (air cooled)
B. Obstructed water flow (water cooled)
C. Improper Plumbing (inlet to outlet)
D. Obstructed or insufficient fluid flow
E. Cooling fan Failure (if used)

8. Inspect Heat Exchanger By-Pass Valve for:
A. Improper pressure setting
B. Stuck or broken valve

9. Check Engine R.P.M.
A. Consult owner/operators manual for minimum engine rpm.

10. Inspect Inlet Filter for:
A. Plugged or clogged filter
B. Obstructed inlet or outlet
C. Collapsed inlet line to charge pump
D. Open inlet to charge pump

11.* Check Charge Pressure:
A. Consult page 4 in this manual for charge pressure gauge installation
location.
B. Consult owner/operators manual for charge relief valve settings.

12.* Inspect Charge Relief Valve for: (at Pump)
A. Improper charge relief pressure setting
B. Plugged Orifice
C. Piston galled or stuck open and/or closed
D. Damaged or missing O-ring
E. Valve poppet held off seat
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13.* Inspect Charge Relief Valve for:

(at Motor)

A. Improper charge relief pressure setting
B. Plugged Orifice
C. Piston galled or stuck open and/or closed
D. Damaged or missing O-ring
E. Valve poppet held off seat

14. Inspect Charge Pump for:
(Standard and A-Pad Pumps)

A. Broken drive tang
B. Damaged or missing o-ring(s)
C. Broken drive key
E. Galled or broken gerotor set

(B-Pad Pumps)

A. Stripped or broken drive coupling
B. Stripped or broken drive spline
C. Damaged or missing o-ring(s)
D. Broken drive key

F. Galled or broken gerotor set

Diagram Action Step Comments
*System / Charge Relief Valve Pressure Setting Identification
The system and charge pressure relief valves are all factory preset. For identification, a pressure code is stamped on the
hexplug located on the end of the system and charge pressure valve cartridges. This same code is also used on the
power limiter valves. The code number is stamped on the end of the valve cartridge.
(Power limiter valves must be removed to view pressure code.)
To determine the pressure setting of each valve, add a zero to the right of the stamped coded number.
Charge Pressure Valve Examples
016 = 160  PSI Setting [ 11,0  bar ]
022 = 220  PSI Setting [ 15,2  bar ]
System and Power Limiter Valve Pressure Examples
400 = 4000  PSI Setting [ 275  bar ]
500 = 5000  PSI Setting [ 345  bar ]
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X3 Water System
X3.1 No Pressure in System
X.3.1.1 No water
Close all valves, and fill water tank as described in 5.5 of this manual.

X.3.2.2 Water , but no pressure.
It is likely that the water pump is not driving correctly. Mostly this will be as a result of the shear coupling breaking. The shear
coupling is designed to break in the event of water freezing in the pump, or the impellor jamming as a result of debris in the water. Remove the water pump at it’s connection to the gearbox and draw the pump away such that the coupling can be removed
and replaced.
If the coupling is in good order then it is possible that the second safety measure may have allowed the impellor to come lose on
the shaft. The impellor is held on with 2 tolerance rings. These will allow for the initial shock that results in the shear coupling
failing, but after a number of such incidents, the wear on the rings may allow the iimpellor to turn freely. If caught immediately,
the tolerance rings can be replaced, but if the mixer drum is turned thenm wear will occur to the pump shaft and impellor and a
replacement water pump will be required.

X.3.2

Flow meter does not record water addition

The flow meter is a mechanical device which is based on a propeller...
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ITEM

QTY

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

2

4

SS MB P 502

Stool mounting block - 2010 - 80x60x8 box

4

2

SS MB P 504

Stool mounting bracket - 2010 - Front stool mount

7

2

FP VO C 019

Flitch Plate - Volvo

23

1

DL PB VO 05

Pump Mounting Bracket - Volvo FMX 6x4

31

3

SF CM C 0830

CROSS MEMBER 830 LG

32

2

SF CM C 0010

REAR STOOL MOUNTING / CLOSURE PLATE

35

6

SF CM C 001

BRKT PUMP MNT SUBFRAME 152C

39

1

DL PB C 04

Pump bracket mounting bracket

104

1

SS RS A 6 700

Rear Stool - P6000

123

2

WS FM BR A 002

Rear Control Box - P6000 & P8000

186

1

SS LA P 640

Ladder Assembly - Sliding

191

2

CH CH P 671

Charge Hopper - MK7

286

2

SS FS C 8 607

Front Stool - P Series - Washer Plate (large)

352

1

SS FS A 6 500

Front Stool - P6000 Assembly

360

2

SS FS C 8 608

Front Stool - P Series - Washer Plate (Small)

369

6

FA BO M20 x 130 10

M20 x 130 Bolt Grade 10.9

529

2

SS WA C 001

Weldable Washer - P-Series Rear Stool

714

4

FA BO M20 x 160 10

M20 x 160 bolt grade 10.9

715

24 FA BW M20

Belville Washer - M20

716

54 FA FB M16 x 45 10

M16 x 45 Flanged Bolt Grade 10.9

717

24 FA NN M20

M20 x 2 Nyloc Nut

718

4

M20 x 2 Plain Nut

FA PN M20
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ITEM QTY PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

8

1 SS RO A 470

Roller Housing - Mk4 - Advanced - N/S

9

1 SS RO A 471

Roller Housing - Mk4 - Advanced - O/S

67

1 Rear Control Box

Rear Control Box - Rear Stool Size Dependant

69

1 SS LA P 640

LADDER ASSEMBLY SLIDING

70

1 SS LA P 651

Ladder Bracket- P Series

71

1 CH CH A 671

HOPPER - CHARGE - MK7 - BACKEND ASSEMBLY

72

1 SS RS C 021

Arch - RD - Low Profile - Assembly

73

1 CH DH P 600

Discharge Hopper - Standard

74

1 CH RA P 601

Radius Arm - Fixed Beam

75

1 CH RA P 020

Helicopter - M45 Nut

76

1 CH TE P 001

Telescope - Mechanical Screw Jack Type

77

1 CH PA P 620

Pan Chute - Steel (Hymix) - MK4

80

1 SS RS C 652

ARCH LEG CHEVRON - STD - LIGHT WEIGHT

84

2 CH EX P 630

Extension Chute - Steel (Hymix)

87

1 SS RS C 652_MIR

ARCH LEG CHEVRON - STD - LIGHT WEIGHT

98

1 HY AD 02 16BMT 16BM

1" BSPTM x 1" BSPM Adatper

99

2 ME GR C 04 32

Diaphragm Grommet (19431 - 32mm X 4mm)

100

1 ES LA P 300

Light Beacon

109

1 WS AB P 116

1" - ABS - 1" Plain Threaded Socket

124

2 HY AD BH 01 12BM 12BM Hydraulic Adaptor - Bulkhead - 3/4" BSPM - 3/4" BSPM

126

1 HY AD 16BF 16BF 16BF

Hydraulic Adaptor 1" BSP Female T Piece

127

1 HY AD 02 16BM 12MT

1"BSPM x 3/4" BSPTM Adaptor

128

1 HY AD 01 16BM 16BM

1"BSPM x 1"BSPM Adapter

130

1 WS BV P 012

Ball Valve - 3/4" BSP F/F - Brass Full Bore

131

1 HY AD 01 12BM 12BMT

3/4" BSPM x 3/4" BPSMT Adapter

132

3 ME PC P 035

Pipe Clamp - 1 x 35mm Stauff Type

133

1 Hose 009

3/4" Water Hose - Black - Spray Bar Isolator to Rear Stool Baulkhead

139

1 Hose 001

3/16" Hydraulic Hose - Control box to O/S Roller

140

1 Hose 002

3/16" Hydraulic Hose - Control box to N/S Roller

143

1 Hose 007

3/4" Water Hose - Yellow - Upper Washoff Hose - Bulkhead to Isolator

144

2 HY AD 01 12BM 12BMT

3/4" BSPM x 3/4" BPSMT Adapter

145

1 WS BV P 012

Ball Valve - 3/4" BSP F/F - Brass Full Bore

148

1 Hose 003

1" Water Hose - Black - Flow Meter to Drum Fill Point

149

1 HH HT C 006

Hydraulic Hose - 3/8" BSPF Straight
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150

1 HY AD 11 12BF 06BM

3/4" BSPF x 3/8" BSPM Adapter

152

1 Hose 004

3/4" Water Hose - Yellow - Upper Washoff Hose - Isolator to Spray Nozzle

153

1 WS HR P 001

Washdown Hose Retaining Modual

157

1 ES LA P 103

Work Lamp - with fly lead - Plug and Play

164

2 BF BA P 130

Sign - Warning - Rotating Part Hazard

166

1 Hose 005

3/4" Water Hose - Black - Rear Stool Baulkhead to Spraybar

168

1 BF BA P 121

Badge - Warning - Caution Crush Hazard / Cementitious Material

171

1 WS SB P 003

Spray Bar - P6000

178

1 Rear Stool

Rear Stool - Mixer Size Dependant

180

1 Hose 006

1" Water Hose - Black - Spray Bar Isolator to Flow Meter

182

1 BF BA P 002

Badge - Plate Rating - Aluminium

183

1 BF BA P 003

Badge - Noise Plate Rating 111Db

184

1 SS LA C 403

Ladder - MK4 - Anti Fallback Bar

185

1 SS LA P 625

Ladder - Sliding Section

186

1 SS LA C 104

Ladder - Sliding Section - Handle

187

1 CH ST C 724

Extension Chute Reverse Hanging Mounting Bracket - Hanger

190

1 Hose 008

3/16" Hydraulic Hose - Control Box to Track Ring

191

1 CH ST P 001

Extension Chute - Anti-loose Lower Stay

192

1 BF WS HO C 001

Wash Hose Hanging Bracket (Rear Stool)

193

1 CH PA C 001

Chute Stowage Hook

194

1 CH DH P 602

Discharge Hopper Rubber Sock

195

1 CH PA C 614

Pan Chute - Steel (Hymix) - Control Arm

196

1 CH PA P 022

Pan Chute - Steering Arm - Stowage Latch

197

1 CH PA C 610

Pan Chute - Steel (Hymix) - Handle
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ITEM

QTY

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

1

1

CO ECB P 001

Electronic Control Box

9

1

HY PG P 001

Hydraulic Pressure Guage Slump Meter

11

1

WS FM P 001

Flow Meter 1.1/2" Batching 0-500lt

12

3

ME GN P 001

Grease Nipple - 1/8" BSP - Straight

13

1

WS BV P 016

Ball Valve - 1"BSP F/F Full Bore

14

1

WS BV P 416

Ball Valve - 1"BSP - 3 Way T Port - Brass Full Bore

15

1

BF BA P 013

Cyclist Warning Badge - P8000/P6000

21

2

HY AD 02 16BMT 16BM

1" BSPTM x 1" BSPM Adatper

22

1

BF BA P 061

Badge - Grease Point - Self Adhesive - P Series

32

2

ME PC P 035

Pipe Clamp - 1 x 35mm Stauff Type

33

1

CO CO P 001

Rack Controller Single - Gear & Shaft

35

1

ES SW P 100

Emergency Stop Button

37

1

BF BA P 008

Badge - Discharge

38

1

BF BA P 007

Badge - Charge

42

1

WS FM BR C 005

Flow meter bracket - Electrical control box cover

ITEM

QTY

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

6

1

SS RO C 205

Roller Wheel - Standard Range

2

2

SS RO C 107

Roller - Bearing

7

2

SS RO C 206

Roller - Bearing Seal

5

1

SS RO C 204

Roller - Tab Washer

3

1

SS RO C 108

Roller - Bearing Lock Nut

9

1

SS RO C 302

Roller Shaft - Mk3 - Weld Down

4

1

SS RO C 203

Roller - Spindle

8

1

SS RO C 209

Roller Spacer - Mk3
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DESCRIPTION

24

1

WS MF C 108

Tee Equal - 1" BSP F/F/F - Galvanised

26

1

WS BV P 016

Ball Valve - 1"BSP F/F Full Bore

27

1

WS FP P 100

Compressor Coupling 1" bsp

34

1

BF BA P 005

Badge - Essential Maintenance

35

1

BF BA P 031

Badge - Warning - Do Not Climb

36

1

BF BA P 130

Sign - Warning - Rotating Part Hazard

38

1

WS TU C 908 - 0300

Barrel Npple - Extended - 1"NB x 300 Long

40

1

WS MF C 907

Blancking Plug - 1" BSP - F

42

1

HY AD 02 16BMT 16BM

1" BSPTM x 1" BSPM Adatper
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ITEM
QTY
2\28\29 1
2\57
1
2\77
2
2\103 1
2\117 1
7
1
7\13
1
7\14
1
7\16
2
7\18
1
7\19
2
7\28
1
7\32
1
7\33
1
7\37
1
7\41
1
7\46
1
11
1
16
1
19
1
21
1
22
1
27
1
28
1
29
1
30
1
31
1
32
1
35
1
38
1
39
1
49
3
50
3
57
2
58
1
71
2
76
1
77
1
78
2
80
1
82
1
83
1
100
1
104
1
105
1

PART NUMBER
CO CO P 001
ES LA P 300
HY AD BH 01 12BM 12BM
ES LA P 103
Spray Bar
WS WT P 300
HY TF P 200
WS BV P 101
WS MF C 606
WS HO C 106
ME HC P 002
HY TF C 006
WS WP P 100
WS WP C 101
Gearbox
Hydraulic Motor
HY AD 02 20BMT 20BM
Hydraulic Pump
CO BR P 653
Hose 013
Hose 014
ABS Tube
Hose 010
Hose 012
Hose 011
Hose 015
Control Cable
Control Cable
Hose 017
WS HO C 124
ME HC P 007
WS AB P 116
WS AB P 401
HH FE C 020
HY AD 02 20BMT 20BM
CO CA C 013
In-Cab Bracket
CO CO P 001
HY AD 02 16BMT 12BM
HY AD 11 12BF 06BM
WS BV P 101
HH HT C 006
Propshaft
Hose 016
Hose 018

DESCRIPTION
Rack Controller Single - Gear & Shaft
Light - Beacon
Hydraulic Adaptor - Bulkhead - 3/4" BSPM - 3/4" BSPM
Work Lamp - with fly lead - Plug & Play
Size Dependant on Mixer
Water Tank - 300 Litre - With Oil Cooler MK5
Filler Breather Cap 3/4" c/w DipStick
Ball Valve - 3/8" BSP M/F
Elbow - 3/8" BSP M/F 90 Deg - Galvanised
Hose - Clear - 3/8"
Hose Clip - Worm drive - 11 - 16 mm
Filter Element - Hydraulic Spin-on Can
Water Pump - Direct Drive - Aluminium
Water Pump - Shear Coupling
Size Dependant on Mixer
Hydraulic Motor - Size Dependant on Mixer
Hydraulic Adaptor - 1.1/4" BSPTM - 1.1/4" BSPM
Hydraulic Pump - Size Dependant on Mixer
Cable Bracket Support Mk3 - Eaton
1.1/4" Hydraulic Hose - Hydraulic Pump to Hydrauli Motor, Suction / Return
1.1/4" Water Hose - Black - Water Pump to ABS Pipe
1" ABS Tube - Size Dependant on Chassis
1.1/4" Hydraulic Hose - Oil Filter to Hydraulic Pump
3/4" Hydraulic Hose - Hydraulic Motor Return to Hydraulic Pump
3/4" Hydraulic Hose - Hydraulic Pump Return to Oil Tank
1/4" Hydraulic Hose - Hydraulic Motor to Slump Meter
Rear Control Cable - Length Dependant on Chassis
Front Control Cable - Length Dependant on Mixer
3/4" Water Hose - Yellow - Lower Wash-off Hose
Hose - Clear - 1.1/2"
Hose Clip - Worm drive - 35 - 50mm
1" - ABS - 1" Plain Threaded Socket
1" ABS - Tee
Hydraulic Hose - Swaging Ferrule - 1.1/4"
Hydraulic Adaptor - 1.1/4" BSPTM - 1.1/4" BSPM
Control Cable - Rod End - Spacer
Chassis Dependant
Rack Controller Single - Gear & Shaft
1"BSPTM x 3/4"BSPM Adapter
3/4" BSPF x 3/8" BSPM Adapter
Ball Valve - 3/8" BSP M/F
Hydraulic Hose - 3/8" BSPF Straight
Size and Configuration Dependant on Chassis
1" Water Hose - Water Pump to Low Level Fill Point
3/4" Water Hose - Yellow - ABS Tube to Rear Stool Arch Leg Baulkhead
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117
118
133
137
138
166
180
139
140
148
143
152

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

WS BV P 012
WS MF C 406
Hose 009
Hose 018
WS AB P 301
Hose 005
Hose 006
Hose 001
Hose 002
Hose 003
Hose 007
Hose 004

Ball Valve - 3/4" BSP F/F - Brass Full Bore
Hex Nipple - 3/4" BSPT
3/4" Water Hose - Black - Spray Bar Isolator to Rear Stool Baulkhead
1.1/4" Water Hose - Black - Water Tank to Water Pump
1" ABS - 90deg Elbow
3/4" Water Hose - Black - Rear Stool Baulkhead to Spraybar
1" Water Hose - Black - Spray Bar Isolator to Flow Meter
3/16" Hydraulic Hose - Control Box to O/S Roller
3/16" Hydraulic Hose - Control Box to N/S Roller
1" Water Hose - Black - Flow Meter to Drum Fill Point
3/4" Water Hose - Yellow - Upper Wash-off Hose - Arch Leg Bulkhead to Isolator
3/4" Water Hose - Yellow - Upper Wash-off Hose - Isolator to Spray Nozzle
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ITEM

QTY PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

1\20

1

Prop Shaft Guard

Prop Shaft Guard - Chassis Specific

1\20\2

2

PS GD C 002

Prop Shart Guard - Conical Buffer

1\20\3

1

PS GD C 003

Prop Shaft Guard - Grommit Receptor Plate

1\20\4

1

PS GD C 004

Prop Shaft Guard - Holding Plate

1\20\5

1

BF BA P 131

Badge - Rotating Propshaft

1\24

1

BF LB C 171_MIR

Light Bracket - Nearside Development

1\25

1

BF LB C 171

Light Bracket - Offside Development

1\38

1

BF MW P 113_MIR

Mudwing Bracket - Center Mounted

1\39

2

BF MW P 605

Mudwing Black JT650N

1\40

2

BF MW P 152

Mudwing Bracket - Outer - NSR & OSF

1\41

2

BF MW P 153

Mudwing Bracket - Outer - NSR & OSF

1\46

6

BF SG P 005

Side Guard Leg - Folding (Galvanized)

1\49

4

BF SG P 201A-2540

Aluminium Side Guard Rail - 5m

1\51

3

BF SG FA C 001

Aluminium Side Guard Rail - Pedestrian end rail kit

41

4

BF CB C 002

Conspiscuity Bracket for 50mm Conspiscuity C-Section

43

2

BF CT MB P 001

Conspicuity Tape - Support Rail - Aluminium - 7m

44

1

BF CT MB P 003 -2500lg

Conspicuity Tape - Rear Support Rail - Aluminium

84

6

ES LA P 301

Side Marker Lamp - Amber

88

1

BF BA P 001

Badge - Hymix Name Plate - Plastic

89

6

ES CA CO C 011

Conduit - Superseal - 2 pin - Male

91

2

ES LA P 105

Warning Lamp - LED - Programmable Flash

92

6

ES CA CO C 007

Conduit - Connector Interface - Superseal - 2 pin

93

2

ES CO C 306

Cable Gland - 20mm - Large

94

2

ES CA CO C 017

Conduit - Superseal - 3 pin - Female

95

2

ES CA CO C 020

Conduit - Superseal - 3 Pin - Male

96

4

ES CA CO C 021

Conduit - Connector Interface - Superseal - 3 pin

131

4

BF CT P 002 - 230

Conspicuity Tape - White

132

1

BF CT P 001 - 2500

Conspicuity Tape - Red
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